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THE FOUR PILLARS OF THE 
DJP MEMORIAL FUND
We’ve received a lot of questions about how

we’re using the money we’ve collected for the

Fund. We took our time in making the decision,

not only because we never expected to be in

this position, but also because we needed to do

right by Dan.

Dan was the best. You hear that about a lot of

different people, but Dan really was. In the

months following his death, we’ve heard

countless stories about the small, thoughtful

ways he impacted the people around him, from

his family and friends to strangers who became

friends. You’ve seen and read a few of them in

our “Humans of DJP’s Life” series.

With that in mind, we wanted the Fund to honor

Dan’s spirit—in the way he treated people and

with the passion that he cared about the things

around him. As a board, we brainstormed how

best to utilize this money to do right by our

brother and friend. We wanted to ‘live like Dan.’

We decided we could have the most impact by

expanding our reach to four areas about which

Dan cared deeply: community, family, sports,

and animals. Throughout each year, your

contributions will help to fund specific

campaigns centered around each of these

pillars.

www.djpmemorialfund.org



Community: we will partner with DonorsChoose leading up to

Dan’s birthday on October 6 to fund 33 individual projects

that honor the communities and causes close to his heart.

This campaign begins September 3, and we will be posting

daily updates on our website and semi-weekly summary

updates on our social media platforms.

Family: we will adopt multiple families and provide meals

and gifts for our local Christmas Drive. Dan and his friends

had a time-honored tradition surrounding this event in

which they would wrap presents, pack the truck, deliver

donations, and then finally dig into some cheesesteaks. We

cannot wait to continue this tradition!

Sports: we will donate time and funds to programming that

brings special needs and mainstream athletes together to

foster teamwork, friendship, and mutual inspiration. This

partnership also honors Dan’s deep connection to the

special needs community!

Animal Rescue: we will support local animal rescue

organizations by contributing to the rehabilitation and

adoption of dogs in need. Dan was a proud dog-dad of two

rescues, and it was difficult (if not impossible) to have a

conversation with Dan in which they were not mentioned.

Your generous contributions have already helped save dogs

through Lulu’s Rescue—thank you!

If this seems like an ambitious project, please know that it is

only fitting—Dan was larger than life (if not in height, sorry,

Dan).

We’re so honored to continue Dan’s legacy. Please know we

have much more to share with you over the coming months.

Thank you for your continued support. We’re looking forward

to doing a whole lot of good in Dan’s name.

With gratitude,

The DJP Memorial Fund Board

To sign up for future volunteer opportunities, please

contact christen@djpmemorialfund.org. 


